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Ratchet & Clank Future: A Crack in Time Developer Insomniac Games Publisher Sony Interactive
Entertainment Release date NA 27 October 2009 AU 5 November 2009 EU 6 November 2009 JP 19

November 2009 Genre Platformer Modes Single player Ratings ESRB Everyone (E10+) PEGI 7
Platforms PlayStation 3, PlayStation Now Media Blu-ray, digital, streaming Preceded by Ratchet &
Clank Future: Quest for Booty Followed by Ratchet & Clank: All 4 One Ratchet & Clank Future: A

Crack in Time (known as Ratchet & Clank: A Crack in Time in Europe) is the third installment in the
Future trilogy of the Ratchet & Clank series developed by Insomniac Games and published by Sony
Interactive Entertainment. It was released in August 2009 for the PlayStation 3. It was also added to
the PlayStation Now streaming service library of games.Ratchet received a message from Azimuth
who picked up a repeating distress call from planet Vapedia. Ratchet immediately recognised it as

Clank's unique signature. After defeating one of the Valkyries in a space fight, Ratchet headed
towards Vapedia to help Clank, unaware that the distress call had been faked by Nefarious. The

leader of the Valkyries, Cassiopeia, was waiting for Ratchet and Azimuth, promising to kill both of
them as well as Clank. Ratchet and Azimuth split up; the General going after Cassiopeia and Ratchet

heading into the citadel. After surviving various death traps, Ratchet confronted Cassiopeia who
taunted him by saying Clank wanted to leave him. Clank was revealed to be suspended in a

container, unconscious. Cassiopeia fought with Ratchet and was ultimately defeated. Cassiopeia was
sent tumbling downwards to her doom and ended up breaking Clank's container, sending him falling

as well. Ratchet dived off the platform to grab him using his Hoverboots and narrowly avoided
sending both of them falling to their deaths. The two of them finally re-united and headed back to

Aphelion.
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the open beta cross-console play only applies to fortnite for now, but sony is looking to add support
for cross-platform play more widely.. for other titles going forward. elsewhere in the announcement,

sony says it has identified a path toward supporting cross-platform features for select third-party
content, suggesting the decision might still apply only on a case-by-case basis. ratchet & clank

future: a crack in time also stars the android robot clank, who is searching the universe for his best
friend. he finds himself trapped on the giant clock and must use ratchet's hoverboots to explore the
clock and find a way to rescue ratchet. ratchet's crazy arsenal includes a rifle that can shoot sonic

belches and a giant ball of energy that can be guided with the playstation 3 controllers motion
sensitivity feature. ratchet and clank are voiced by nolan north (splinter cell). ratchet & clank future:
a crack in time has an average rating of "mature" on metacritic.com and a pegi rating of 12. ratchet

& clank future: a crack in time is available now for the playstation 3 system. this playstation now
update fixes a number of problems affecting players of the title, including but not limited to: a major
performance issue and an inability to properly sign in. the update should also improve the quality of

the video streaming, allowing for smoother gameplay experience. in addition, players are also
warned to be careful with their billing information and password. a recent update for crash bandicoot
n. sane trilogy introduced several changes, which has impacted the game's performance. the newly
launched game has been built from the ground up to run on ps4, and it is now possible to engage in

cross-platform play with players that own the ps4 version. as far as the other platforms are
concerned, the game is still playable on pc and xbox one, but it cannot be used for online play or

cross-platform play. 5ec8ef588b
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